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Section I.- PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF TRAWL-SURVEY DATA.  
MODELS AND APPLICATIONS. 
 
In the present section probability models for the abundance indices and ages obtained 
from trawl survey data, are proposed, verified and analyzed. The models are applied to 
identify spatio-temporal trends of biomass indices and age structures. The main goals 
are the diagnosis of possible increasing/decreasing temporal trends, the establishment of 
bathymetric and geographical models and to create the support to analyze the survival 
of the resources and its  evolution. The study area is the Spanish Mediterranean and the 
trawl data analyzed  corresponds to Medits surveys in the period 1994 – 2000.  
 
 
 
Section II: THE FUNDAMENTALS 
 
A rigorous definition of the Survival and Mortality through their properties and their 
probabilistic versions is presented. The link with the basic equations of Marine 
Population Dynamics is analysed.  And the assumptions and limits of the classical 
approach are highlighted. Finally an extension of this classical framework through the 
Weibull Distribution identified in the preceding paper is established, as well as the 
simulation of this distribution. 
 
 
    
Conclusions  
 
The properties of survival and mortality have been rigorously established and examples 
of published and unpublished, adequate and inadequate models have been done. The 
probabilistic versions of this functions have been set up. The stock and catch equations 
in terms of survival are deduced in a general framework. And simulation procedures for 
time of life distributions have been treated.   
This represents a new approach to Marine Population Dynamics. In fact the usual stock 
and catch equations, corresponding to constant mortality rates in the considered interval 
of ages, are the most simple possible versions of the general framework here presented. 
But “most simple possible versions” do not mean the unique. Do not mean the best. And 
do not mean even adequate. 
The fact that this simple versions are usually considered as if they where “the versions”, 
it is to say, “the only ones”, in the opinion of the authors, constitutes one of the 
“dogmas” that have been installed in Marine Population Dynamics.  



An alternative, using the Weibull distribution, has been presented. And its high 
flexibility has been shown by simulation procedures. And the applications will be 
developed in following works. 
 
 
 
 
Section III: REFERENCE PARAMETERS.- 
 
In this section the Weibull survival model presented in the preceding paper is elaborated 
in order to obtain some reference parameters as the Critical Age, the Life Expectancy, 
the Median Survival Time, the Mean Residual Lifetime and the Yield per Recruit.  
 
 
 
 
Conclusions  
 
In the first work an extension of the classical Marine Population Dynamics was 
proposed through a model of timelife as a battery of two weibull distributions and  
considering the age of first capture as  the cut-off of the unexploited and exploited 
phases of the cohort. 
 
Under this extended model, the reference parameters related to the diagnosis of the 
fishery can be established in a way that generalizes the known expressions derived from  
the classical exponential model. 
 
The Critical Age, the Life Expectancy, the Median Survival Time, the Mean Residual 
Lifetime and the Yield per Recruit have been  generalized and computer solutions have 
been implemented. 
 
  
Section IV: ESTIMATING THE MODEL WITH TRAWLL SURVEY 
DATA 
  
In this section, the parameter estimation of the Weibull survival model presented in 
preceding works is elaborated using trawl survey data. The estimation allows to 
establish a baseline survival function. And from this baseline survival, the specific 
estimation of the survival in the different considered cohorts is obtained through an 
adaptation of the separable model of the fishing mortality rates introduced by Pope and 
Shepherd. And this allows to test hypothesis on the evolution of the survival on the 
study period. Finally to identify trends on the recruitment.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The identification of baseline age interval (an interval in which the obtained catches in 
the trawl survey may be assumed to be representative of the studied cohorts of the 
population) allows to estimate the parameters of the proposed Weibull model by 
maximum likelihood, and therefore to estimate the baseline survival in the study period. 
The model presents an excellent fit. 



 
The separable model of fishing mortality rates (Pope an Shephered, 1984), has been 
adapted. And so, the survival/mortality of each specific cohort may be expressed as a 
power/multiple of the baseline survival/mortality. From this approach, the evolution of 
the survival and mortality over the successive cohorts  in the study period become a 
particular case of the “proportional hazard models” considered in the general survival 
analysis framework. And the exponent/factors of the power/multiple relationship may 
be estimated by non linear regression or maximum likelihood. And again the successive 
estimated and modelized survivals of the different specific cohorts present an excellent 
fit. 
 
The model allows to test hypothesis over the survival and mortality on the study period 
by the likelihood ratio method. In particular the test of stability of the survival on the 
study period has been presented. And, in the example dedicated to Merluccius 
merluccius in Spanish Mediterranean, this hypothesis is rejected. In fact the 
proportionality factors between the total mortality rates of the successive cohorts and 
the corresponding to the baseline survival, show an increasing trend (that means a 
decreasing trend in the survival) during the study period. 
 
The elaboration of  the catch equation established in preceding papers provides the 
expression of the catches in successive age subintervals as linear regression on a 
covariate which depends on the survival. And the regression coefficients are 
proportional to the recruitment of the considered cohort. So the possible trends in this 
regression coefficients reflect trends on the recruitment, whose statistical signification 
may be quantified. And in the developed example, a slightly but significant increasing 
trend of the recruitment, has been verified in the study period. 
 
 
Sectrion V.- LINKING THE MODEL WITH COMMERCIAL LANDING DATA. 
 
A link between the preceding analysis of trawl survey data and the commercial “catch at 
age” data, generally obtained to evaluate the population by application of analytical 
models, is established. 
The estimated baseline survival (Part IV), with the proposed versions of the stock and 
catch equations (Part II) and the adaptation of the Separable Model (Part IV) are applied 
to commercial catch at age data. This allows first to estimate the survival corresponding 
to the landing data. And, by the other hand, to estimate an effective age of first capture, 
and the initial size of the cohort. So, to complete the parameter model estimation and, in 
consequence, the estimation of the whole survival and mortality (Part II), as well as the 
reference parameters (Part III) useful for management purposes. The complete model 
provides the evaluation of the stock at any age. The coherence (hence the mutual 
“calibration”) between the two kinds of information may be analysed and shown, as 
well as the comparison with results obtained by other methods (VPA). Finally to 
improve the diagnosis about the exploitation estate of the population. 

 
 
Conclusions  
 
The basic estimation of the baseline survival, obtained from trawl survey data, may be 
completed by analysing commercial “catch at age” data. And this can help to check the 



coherence of the two kinds of information and the relationship between their respective 
survival and reference parameters. 
 
And the application of the method can be useful for management and calibration 
purposes: In the developed example, Merluccius merluccius appears in a precarious 
state in the westernmost Mediterranean (Spanish Mediterranean and Gulf of Lions). 
Specially in Spanish Mediterranean. For a population whose virginal life expectancy 
should be around 5 years and which potential time of life over 13, we find  a life 
expectancy less then 1.4 years in the Gulf of Lions and less then one year in Spanish 
Mediterranean. And the virginal life expectancy is now very near the 99% percentile in 
the Gulf of Lions and even worse in Spanish Mediterranean. And with a decreasing 
survival in Spanish Mediterranean in the considered period (years 1994 – 2000). With 
estimates exploitation rates of 0.65 and 0.58 respectively in Spanish Mediterranean and 
the Gulf of Lions. And an estimated fishing mortality that in order to recover the 
maximum sustainable yield should be reduced in 67.97% in the Spanish Mediterranean 
and 62.45% in the Gulf of Lions. 
 
And the results of the model application to the available information of the pseudo-
cohorts of the Gulf of Lions provide an excellent fitting with the catch at age data and 
the evaluation of the stocks are very similar to that obtained by VPA analysis performed 
by  previous works. 
 
Final comments 
 
In his work J. Caddy (1991) considers natural mortality as a continuous function of age 
so-called “reciprocal function” and to which necessarily the condition of a strictly 
positive age is imposed without calibrating theoretical consequences of such condition 
(an infinite initial stock size). On the other hand and may be under the influence of VPA 
approach, in this and further other works, the reciprocal continuous function is used to 
obtain a “mortality vector”. In other words a continuous function is approximated by a 
step function. In the present work, the authors do not impose artificial conditions either 
to the age (that can be 0) or to the stock (that must be finite and bounded, even for age 
0). On the contrary through the set of papers here presented we demonstrate that one can 
DIRECTLY work with the Continuous Survival Model. 
 
Nevertheless we want to stress that beyond the apparent differences with J. Caddy’s  
work, our critical reading of his work has served as guide and has oriented us in the 
construction of the models here introduced. In our opinion, this is an example of the 
seed left by sound works of some scientists. They not only provide new ideas but also 
introduce them as new questions (Caddy’s mentioned work title ends with a question 
mark “?”).  Instead of a closed way they provide open horizons, dialectical systems 
generator of new hypothesis and models, connecting with ideas applied in other 
scientific fields. It is from this perspective that we have read and understood this and 
other works by J. Caddy.  
 


